Chemically inactivated adenoviral vectors that can efficiently transduce target cells when delivered in the form of virus-microbead conjugates.
Safe and effective use of viral vectors for gene therapeutics requires versatile control over their delivery to target sites in human subjects. We have developed a strategy for the creation of adenoviral vectors that possess conditional infectivity. The adenoviral vectors used were inactivated chemically such that they had little or no ability to infect cells. However, when such chemically inactivated adenoviral vectors were conjugated to the surfaces of appropriate microbeads and the resulting adenovirus-microbead conjugates were provided with the ability to associate stably with cells, the infectivity of these adenoviral vectors was restored. For certain target cell lines, the infectivity of such adenovirus-microbead conjugates became even higher than that of free, unmodified adenoviral vectors. As a result of the chemical inactivation of viral infectivity, any adenoviral particles that become free from the microbeads should be noninfectious. Thus, these adenoviral vectors have an infectivity that is conditional: They can only infect cells, to which their microbead conjugates come into stable contact. These results lay the groundwork for the creation of targetable adenovirus-microbead conjugates with greater efficacy and safety as delivery agents for gene therapeutics.